BUS Qualitrain: Train-the-Trainer Online-Tool

EU Exchange Meeting, Athens, December 6th&7th 2016
Train the Trainer

- Introduction
- House as a system
- Interfaces between crafts
- Cross craft Communication
- Links and checklists

- permanently published on foraus.de – central website on CVET in Germany
- 500 downloads so far
Development Process

- Stakeholder discussion: content, target group, script, visual design...
- First briefing
- Development of a screenplay with layouts and key scenes
- Content developed and evaluated by German Energy Agency and Competence Center Building Center
- Programming by subcontractor
- Presentation and discussion during Train-the-Trainer Seminar
- Positive evaluation by experts
- Published!
Chances & Challenges

▶ Professional development, content was available, all relevant stakeholders involved
▶ Easy to publish on foraus.de (Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training)
▶ Strong need within target group CVET trainers: 500 downloads so far
▶ Good idea: Complementary train-the-trainer seminar

BUT
▶ Easier to reach trainers with an online tool than with a training
▶ Open question: How will the online-tool and the seminar be linked together in future?
▶ Time was „wasted“ on questions concerning image licensing
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